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[Update of 19Aug2021 – original as at 18th May 2020] 

The TIDAL THAMES and Responding to the MMO’s consultation on the PLA’s HRO 

 

 

 

 

1. The Port of London is neither municipally-owned nor private but is a trust port, run by the 

Port of London Authority (PLA), an independent statutory body under its own act of 

parliament. It receives no direct funding from government but has powers to raise funds to 

support its operations, reinvesting any surplus back into the port for the benefit of its 

stakeholders. The PLA’s objectives were restated in its Vision for the Tidal Thames in 2016, 

indicating they were ‘custodians of the tidal Thames, holding the river in trust, working to 

hand it on in a better condition to future generations’. So the PLA works for us, or at least 

for those they recognise as their stakeholders. 

 

2. The PLA Acts. The initial Act establishing the PLA was in 1908, when responsibility for the 

tidal river was taken over from the Thames Conservancy, with aspects also from various 

Thames-side dock companies and the Waterman’s company. There have been subsequent 

amendments to the PLA Act approved by parliament: the current Act is the Port of London 

Act 1968, which had its last major updating in 1992, and this now needs modernising. There 

are also various PLA byelaws, as permitted by the base Act.  

 

3. Harbour Revision Orders (HROs) enable primary legislation like the PLA Act 1968 to be 

amended using a Statutory Instrument under the Harbours Act 1964. The PLA held informal 

consultation on an HRO in 2010 but did not proceed any further at that time. In recent years 

the responsibility for overseeing HROs has been delegated to the Marine Management 

Organisation (MMO). Details of HROs approved recently for other Ports are on the MMO 

website, all more limited than the HRO currently proposed for the PLA. More detail about 

the expected process is in www.gov.uk/guidance/harbour-orders, updated in Feb 2020. 

 

4. The PLA’s HRO. Informal consultation was undertaken by the PLA with selected stakeholders 

in late October-December 2019. Some feedback was provided in writing and at a meeting 

with PLA officials on 14th November 2019. The PLA revised their proposals in the light of 

their informal consultation, made them public and submitted them to the MMO in April 

2020. There have been further modifications to the proposals since then. After delays 

caused by the pandemic, formal public consultation started on the 18th August 2021 and is 

expected to run until 12th October 2021. The PLA and MMO websites have the draft HRO, a 

marked-up version of the PLA Act indicating the proposed changes, a note to explain the 

rationale for the proposed changes (an annex shows changes made after the informal 

consultation but does include more recent ones) and a map to illustrate the changes to the 

port limits. Consultation has gone direct to identified stakeholders, but anyone will be able 

to comment. 

 

This briefing concerns a consultation on amending the legislation 

affecting the tidal Thames. 

http://www.gov.uk/guidance/harbour-orders,as
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5. Subsequently?  The MMO will consider whether it can approve the HRO. The PLA will receive 
copies of any representations and there is scope for them to have dialogue, explanation and 
compromise with objectors. If any sticking points remain, they would need to be covered in 
a public inquiry under an appointed inspector. The MMO’s decision on the (amended) HRO 
in the light of the inspector’s report will then be made public. Finally, the HRO to amend the 
PLA Act gets laid before parliament and if approved, is then implemented. 
 

6. What now for those with interests in the tidal Thames? The immediate focus is to get the 
right responses to the current consultation. Who else needs to be alerted to the HRO in time 
to comment? The proposals are long and complicated, so how best to share intelligence 
among PLA customers and other Thames interests, including draft responses to the 
consultation? Where might there be scope to pool resources to work together on the 
implications and maybe also on a collective response? The draft HRO is pretty unintelligible 
on its own, since familiarity with the current Act is essential to understand what has been 
deleted, so it is recommended working through the marked-up Act (141 pages in pdf 
version!).  
 

7. What aspects might be of interest to whom? This will include some in addition to the regular 
stakeholders usually identified by the PLA. Interests include all the commercial users of the 
river including those with boatyards and moorings, holders of RWLs (river works licences), 
the riparian Boroughs, pleasure (leisure) boat users, residential boat owners/dwellers, 
boatowners with informal mooring arrangements, riparian owners, those with ancient 
moorings, walkers and other users of the Thames banks. Many will fall into more than one 
category. Much in the HRO is sensible, timely, unremarkable and welcome, and will need no 
specific feedback. The headlines below highlight the most prominent of the potentially 
controversial aspects, since these need the most careful consideration for those who wish to 
respond to the consultation. Other key issues are not listed here, and no claim is made for 
this briefing being comprehensive. Regard it then just as a steer as to whom might be 
interested to look at the detail of which proposals. References are to paragraphs as found in 
the marked-up Act. 
 

a. Commercial operators. These are important stakeholders for the PLA since they 
generate much of the PLA’s income. This briefing is not directed at the big boys in 
the estuary who will welcome this updating and clarification of the Act. They have 
paid legal staff to scrutinise all the small print, and sections on the vessel licensing 
area 2(1); charges for cranes, floating docks and rigs that do not leave the port limits 
21(1a); charges for goods including those in transit 21(1)(b), 30; fish and bunker 
fuels 29 and bunkering regulations 162(1)(n); dredging permissions 2(1), 
66B(1)(c),73; who is responsible for charges 35(2)(a) and seizing vessels to ensure 
payment is made 39(2), 39(5); damage to the bed of the river 134(1)(a)(i); boarding 
and inspecting works and vessels 137 etc. Those vessels approved for exceeding the 
speed limit will need licensing even if for under 12 passengers 124(2A).  
Smaller commercial operators, like those with boatyards and tugs, may need to 
check if they could be disadvantaged by changes to the definitions 2(1), including if 
water under pressure is used to clear moorings so requiring licensing as dredging 
2(1), new charges for floating docks and cranes 21(1)(a) (though there is also scope 
to get exemption from these charges 21(3)), no exemptions from charges for the use 
of Richmond lock 27a, loss of exemptions for small tonnages 33, unavailability of 
traditional moorings like public wharves say because no application for their 
approval has been made 70, pollution to now include solids in suspension whether 
or not noxious (maybe catching Thames mud from draining dry docks) 200(1)(a), 
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with scope for all vessels at the yard needing to be covered by mooring permissions, 
with the mooring owner responsible for paying 70. There may be interest in the 
clarified limits on application of landlord and tenant law 11A. Those responsible for 
moorings that include any residential boats will need to study the changes with care, 
starting with the points in b and e below 
 

b. Holders of River Works Licences. The PLA has explained that existing RWLs will be 
transferred over to a new system, with no impact on overall ongoing charges 
11,66,66A-D,67. There are many changes for new applicants66B, with an on-line 
application process expected to be open to public consultation 66D. It is unclear 
what happens to those old RWLs when some particulars change, eg a different 
vessel on a group mooring. All vessels in future are expected to be ‘river-worthy’, 
though this is not spelt out in the HRO, and may well be more than any vessel not 
deemed ‘unserviceable’120A. New requirements to consider the potential to 
impediment convenient navigation or to adversely affect conservancy of the Thames 
(not further defined) could be applied to existing permissions and might even lead to 
their revocation 66(2). A new consideration is to be affordability, which just relates 
to the eventual removal of the works 66C(2)(b). The best considerations without 
exploiting the monopoly position still influences the ongoing fees to be paid, at least 
for the property element 11(3C). Information could be demanded about the masters 
and occupiers of vessels using an approved mooring if the PLA thinks charges are 
unpaid 22(1)(b)(iii) and it seems in wider circumstances too 138. See also obligations 
on the transfer of a mooring permission 11(3G),75A. Those responsible for 
consented works are expected to pay for their use by squatters 22(1)(b)(iv). Where 
charges are unpaid, the works and associated vessels could be seized 39(2B)(b). 
There are new PLA powers/penalties relating to permanent lights on selected works 
80A. 
 

c. Riparian local authorities (LAs). Interests stretch across planning, housing, legal and 
environment. See also under riparian owner (g below). The PLA’s responsibilities 
(but not ownership) increases on the tidal Brent and Chelsea Creek schedule 1 s2.2, 
but various central London docks are lost to the PLA. Changes have been proposed 
on the time span for adverse possession 175B and limits on new Public Rights of 
Way which on the face of it looks like including any new river crossings175A. The 
new PLA system to replace River Works Licences will mirror aspects of LAs’ planning 
system and needs to be seamlessly compatible with it, eg in ensuring houseboats 
are only approved in locations that are acceptable to the local landside community 
11,66. Making life more difficult for boat squatters impacts on LAs’ responsibilities 
for vulnerable residents, and the anti-mooring byelaws of some LAs may not be 
consistent with the PLA’s 70. New responsibilities for grab chains on river walls could 
affect Westminster in particular 93A. There will be budget challenges if the PLA used 
its enhanced powers to deal with and then bill LAs for trees overhanging the river 
122(2)(a) or for the consequence of towpath-clearing contractors leaving material 
which can get into the river. There are specific sections with minor changes relating 
to the lower estuary, eg Southend, Sheerness187, Kent and Essex193. The onus is on 
the riparian boroughs to look at this HRO in detail and respond with care, reflecting 
the interests of all those citizens to whom they are accountable. 
 

d. Pleasure (leisure) boat and sports users. There appears to be little of immediate and 
direct concern, but there may be impact on the mooring/launching arrangements 
through changes to River Works Licences such as those held by boat clubs. There is 
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clarity on shared-use boats being private rather than commercially let for hire 2(1). 
Each passage through Richmond lock is charged, even on the same day 27(b). 
Vessels risk being seized and sold if the mooring owner fails to pay the PLA the 
expected fees 39(2B)(b), though vessels can be reclaimed by the owner without 
charge. Temporary moorings may be more problematic and require permission after 
7/10/14 days (and shorter periods under some LA byelaws and a PLA byelaw in the 
system awaiting release) 70. Blocking slipways becomes a new offence, and this can 
include by boat trailers 121(1)(b), 177. There could be new information demands on 
the master of any vessel, including a pleasure boat138. The PLA want powers against 
vessels laid by or neglected as unserviceable 120A or not river-worthy, or 
overcrowded 110(1) even when moored up: the standards to be applied are not 
explicit.  

 

e. Residential Boat Owners. There is a new definition of houseboat, which will include 
only some residential vessels 2(1). The new licensing system for moorings will make 
‘property’ rights more explicit, which may affect the ease of attracting a mortgage, 
thereby affecting resale prices 11. For those on moorings with existing residential 
RWLs, transfer to the new licensing system should be seamless without change in 
ongoing fees. The PLA want to be able to demand information on who lives on board 
138. There are rights to inspect without permission or notice, but not the interior of 
houseboats (presumably just the PLA’s definition of this) except in an emergency or 
to extinguish fires137(9). Entry could be authorised including the use of force with a 
Court order 198A. Static houseboats risk being caught for being overcrowded 110(1). 

 

f.  Boatowners with informal moorings This group is being specially targeted, since the 
need for permission to moor would be made more explicit, with limits on temporary 
mooring and to structures not approved by the PLA for mooring 70 and including the 
mooring of single vessels unrelated to works 66A. Residential squatters may well 
have vessels the PLA deems unserviceable 120A. Information demanded on whoever 
is responsible for the vessel and who is living on board 138 could enable action by 
the PLA through the Courts. Extension of the adverse possession time limits would 
block off future claims from long-term squatters 175B. 

 

g. Riparian Owners. Many riparian owners will also be current RWL holders (see b 
above). For these, and for new mooring permissions only, the land registry record is 
expected to be amended to prevent any future separation of the land ownership 
from the servicing and inspection of river works accessed from the property 
11(3G)(b). Changes are proposed on the rules on vesting of embanked land 72. The 
PLA wants increased powers for entry onto riparian land 90. Some riparian owners 
will acquire new responsibilities for ensuring adequate grab chains 93A. 

 

h. Those using ancient ‘private’ moorings. Those on recognised ancient moorings are 
well versed in their current rights and how they could be affected 63. There could be 
other long-established moorings with different forms of ancient rights, with 
moorings and other works which have not been covered by RWLs in living memory. 
Owners/users of any such are advised to take expert advice. 

 

i. Users of the Thames banks. Far greater numbers of the public enjoy the river from 
the bank than on the water, yet they risk being overlooked as stakeholders by the 
PLA. There would be no new granting of Public Rights of Way 175A. There could be 
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clearing the river of unserviceable and similar residential squatters on old working 
boats 70. 

 

j. Environmental interests. There are new powers to make byelaws to support the 
environmental objectives in the PLA’s Vision and inhibit action adversely affecting 
the conservancy of the river 162(m). There is tightening up on pollution 200  

 

k. Other. Changes are proposed affecting many other matters of potential interest 
such as: nuances in the definitions 2(1); the liability of PLA Board members 4A; 
landlord and tenant law 11A; finance such as borrowing powers 48 and bonds 55; 
permissions for mooring specific vessels not associated with works 66A; emergency 
safety notices 70A; temporary restrictions on the river 91; fireworks 133A; extending 
some powers to the police 137; autonomous vessels 138A; statutory undertakers 
195(4A).  

 

8. We will agree a collective response to go from the RTS (Upper Tideway): a draft will be 
circulated shortly to those members who are on email, so please could any RTS members 
who want to influence that first draft give me views now. For reference, the response given 
to the previous informal consultation is among others on the website of the Organisation of 
PLA Customers (www.OPLAC.org/harbour-revision-order/hro-submissions) but do note that 
several of the concerns we mention there appear to have been resolved in the current draft 
HRO. If you are not yet a RTS member, then look at www.riverthamessociety.org.uk to find 
out more about our interests in the river and if you like what you read, please join up.  
 

 

 

Mrs Hilary Pereira 

Hilary.pickles@doctors.org.uk 

Chair, Upper Tideway branch, River Thames Society (RTS) 

http://www.oplac.org/harbour-revision-order/hro-submissions
http://www.riverthamessociety.org.uk/

